
Subject: Re: chinese translation
Posted by FlaminGunz on Tue, 08 May 2012 09:50:39 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

nopol, hey mate! Havent seen ya in ages.
awesome man, im gonna shoot you a pm now....these forums the best for it?

thanks star! Thats great, id done alot of search finding translations and books and stuff, but i
hadnt thought to search for foums, brilliant tip! il checm them out.

ewd someone you know get a bad tattoo, you seem to have an extremly jaded and poor opinion of
them lol.

yeah by chinese ofc i mean Mandarin, its the most common and i think most westerners safely
assume when someone says chinese (when refering to language) they would mean Mandarin, its
generally a given..

Korean is a different language.....im not american, in other parts of the world we tend to know
these things and not think its a big deal that we do..

aside from the the fact i spent a month there studying language and culture, i did by commen
sense know its a diff language  While it does have some roots from chinese, as well as a similar
alphabet structure it is different. Although many koreans will know some chinese as it is quite
widely used.

i have a couple of korean friends helping me, but ofc i would want their translation double
checked.

as to why chinese, I cant say for sure tbh. The design incorporates some calligraphy and design
work we did in korea, i have no artistic talent, but from my decent description, one of my friends
here was able to sketch and design it for me which i really like.
but ive always wanted the writing to be in chinese.

not that it matters, it will be down the side of my ribcage, wrapping around slightly onto my back,
not very big.
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